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FOREWORD

Over the past 5 years, the War on Terrorism has produced many unforeseen results for the U.S. Army, something not unexpected by those who study war as we do here at the Strategic Studies Institute (SSI). One event, however, was truly unexpected—the participation in 2006 by several Army flag officers in the “Revolt of the Generals.”

It was unexpected because the professional ethic of the Army in the modern era has held that, in civil-military relations, the military is the servant of its Constitutionally-mandated civilian leaders, both those in the Executive branch and in the Congress. Thus, as Samuel Huntington noted over 5 decades ago, “loyalty and obedience” are the cardinal military virtues. This precept has remained embedded in the Army’s professional ethos to this day, especially for the strategic leaders of the Army Profession. An act of public dissent is to be exceptionally rare, undertaken only after the most careful analysis and determination of its absolute necessity.

While much of the commentary on the “Revolt” has focused on whether it was right, or even legal, for these officers to dissent from the policies and leadership of the Rumsfeld-led Pentagon, the author of this monograph, Dr. Don Snider, develops a different framework, a moral framework, with which to analyze the event. Drawing on his extensive background in the study of the U.S. Army as a profession, Dr. Snider isolates the three critical trust relationships which enable the Army to be, and to behave as, a social trustee profession empowered to apply its expert knowledge in defense of America and her interests. He then develops indicators
by which those considering dissent should analyze the potential costs to the profession emanating from impacts on these critical trust relationships.

Not surprisingly, Dr. Snider concludes that effective stewardship of the profession by the current strategic leaders of the Army has been made more difficult by the “Revolt.” Further, he recommends that they refurbish and uphold the profession’s traditional ethic on public dissent as a means of reasserting control over critical jurisdictions of the profession.

We are pleased to publish this work, completed while Dr. Snider was at SSI on sabbatical from West Point during the fall of 2007. It extends and complements an earlier work completed here on another short sabbatical in 2004, The Future of the Army Profession, 2d Edition, coedited with Lloyd J. Matthews.

DOUGLAS C. LOVELACE, JR.
Director
Strategic Studies Institute
DON M. SNIDER is a Professor of Political Science at the United States Military Academy. He is a retired Colonel, U.S. Army, with three combat tours in Vietnam, service on the Army and Joint Staffs, and on the staff of the National Security Council, the White House. Dr. Snider’s teaching and research focus at West Point is on the American political system, civil-military relations, the role of military professions, and the development of commissioned officers. His most recent publications, both coedited with Lloyd J. Matthews, are: The Future of the Army Profession, 2d Edition, (2005) and Forging the Warrior’s Character: Moral Precepts from the Cadet Prayer (2007).
SUMMARY

Vice Admiral James Stockdale, Vietnam prisoner of war and Medal of Honor recipient, once said, “Even in the most detached duty, we warriors must keep foremost in our minds that there are boundaries to the prerogatives of leadership, moral boundaries.”

In this monograph, the author delineates a segment of these boundaries as they are understood from the study of military professions and as derived from the roles and responsibilities of those seniors privileged to be the profession’s temporary stewards—the colonels/captains and Flag Officers who comprise the strategic leadership. Such boundaries mean that the decision to dissent can never be a purely personal matter. Rather it will reverberate outward impinging at a minimum the three critical trust relationships of the military profession—those with the American people, those with civilian and military leaders at the highest levels of decisionmaking, and those with the junior corps of officers and noncommissioned officers of our armed forces.

To analyze the impact of dissent on these three critical trust relationships, the author isolates five different but closely related aspects of public dissent that should be considered by the strategic leader when deciding whether to take such a step—the gravity of the issue; the relevance of the professional’s expert knowledge and expertise to the issue at question; and, the three indicators of the dissenter’s motive—the personal sacrifice to be incurred in dissenting; the timing of the act of dissent; and the congruence of such an act with the previous career of service and leadership within the military profession. None of these five factors by themselves will likely be determinative for
the would-be dissenter, but collectively they provide a moral context and framework in which a judgmental decision should be made.

The author concludes that if, as a result of these considerations the military leader decides that dissent is warranted—if the leader believes that an act of dissent best balances the immediate felt obligation to bring his/her professional military expertise to bear in a public forum with the longer-term obligation to lead and represent the profession as a social trustee, as a faithful servant of the American people, and as expressly subordinate to civilian control—then for those rare instances there should be no additional restrictions placed on any act of dissent. On rare occasions, true professionals must retain the moral space to “profess.”

He also concludes that what remains now is for the strategic leaders of the military profession to strongly promote and follow the existing professional ethic, reinforcing a culture that discourages public dissent because of the risks to the profession’s essential trust relationships. He maintains that this will be no easy task for the current leaders, but it is an urgent one—reasserting that they alone fulfill the functional roles of representing the profession, rendering advice, and executing legal orders. They must make it abundantly clear that they and they alone, speak for the military profession. All other military voices, including those retired, are heard from nonpracticing professionals and should be considered as such. This will require reestablishing control over their profession’s certification processes to ensure that all parties to civil-military relations understand that retired officers speak for no one other than themselves as citizens; and, most notably, that they do not speak for the current practicing professionals who now lead in America’s conflicts.
DISSENT AND STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP OF THE MILITARY PROFESSIONS

The U.S. military has a long tradition of strong partnership between the civilian leadership of the Department of Defense and the uniformed services. Both have long benefited from a relationship in which the civilian leadership exercises control with the advantage of fully candid professional advice, and the military serves loyally with the understanding that its advice has been heard and valued. That tradition has been frayed, and civil-military relations need to be repaired.¹

_Iraq Study Group Report, December 2006_

Personal and professional honor do not require request for reassignment or retirement if civilians order one’s service, command, or unit to act in some manner an officer finds distasteful, disastrous, or even immoral. The military’s job is to advise and then execute lawful orders. . . . If officers at various levels measure policies, decisions, orders, and operations against personal moral and ethical systems, and act thereon, the good order and discipline of the military would collapse.²

Professor Richard H. Kohn, 2007

INTRODUCTION

The two epigraphs above establish the scope of this monograph. For a number of well-known reasons—all much discussed within the military and in the press, academic conferences, and journals—civil-military relations in America during the Iraq War have been filled with tensions, or “frayed” in the words of the Iraq Study Group. Often these tensions manifested themselves in notably controversial behavior by either civilian or military leaders, behavior seemingly at
odds with patterns we have come to expect from past experiences. Conspicuous among these behaviors is what has become known as “The Revolt of the Generals,” when several senior flag officers, all retired, spoke out publicly in 2006 against both the military policies pursued in Iraq and the civilian leaders (Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld et al.) who were most responsible for them.³

Now, with the departure of Secretary Rumsfeld and many of the civilian leaders and military flag officers he put in place, and abetted by a change in strategy that may at long last be advancing the counterinsurgency effort, such tensions and dissenting behaviors have somewhat ebbed. However, as the second epigraph demonstrates, strong feelings and opinions still linger about this period in American civil-military relations, and, more specifically, about the appropriateness of the “Revolt” and its reverberating influences on America’s military and political cultures. It is not a stretch to note that these reactions are intensifying with time.⁴ This monograph, then, will focus on the subject of military dissent using the revolt as a stimulus for thinking more clearly about this latest phase in the Republic’s civil-military relations.

First, it is necessary to describe the revolt. I speak of the behavior of six retired general officers who, in various manners and public forums and for somewhat similar reasons, broke their services’ traditions in early 2006 to speak out during war against their civilian leaders and the war policies they represented. These were, incidentally, policies which earlier the general officers themselves had each helped to formulate or execute. Of interest to this monograph are not the differences among the rationales they each offered for their public dissent, rather we are interested in the common theme,
one most clearly expressed by Lieutenant General Gregory Newbold, U.S. Marine Corps (USMC), whose April 2006 article in *Time* magazine was hyped as “a full-throated” critique. Here are the key excerpts:

After 9/11 [September 11, 2001], I was a witness and therefore party to the actions that led us to the invasion of Iraq—an unnecessary war. Inside the military family, I made no secret of my view that the zealots’ rationale for war made no sense. And I think I was outspoken enough to make those senior to me uncomfortable. But I now regret that I did not more openly challenge those who were determined to invade a country whose actions were peripheral to the real threat—al Qaeda. I retired from the military 4 months before the invasion, in part because of my opposition to those who had used 9/11’s tragedy to hijack our security policy. Until now, I have resisted speaking out in public. I’ve been silent long enough.

I am driven to action now by the mistakes and misjudgments of the White House and the Pentagon, and by my many painful visits to our military hospitals. . . . With the encouragement of some still in positions of military leadership, I offer a challenge to those still in uniform: a leader’s responsibility is to give voice to those who can’t—or don’t—have the opportunity to speak. . . .

What we are now living with is the consequence of successive policy failures. . . . Flaws in our civilians is one thing; the failure of the Pentagon’s military leaders is quite another. Those are the men who know the hard consequences of war but, with few exceptions, acted timidly when their voices urgently needed to be heard. When they knew the plan was flawed, saw intelligence distorted to justify a rationale for war, or witnessed arrogant micromanagement that at times crippled the military’s effectiveness; many leaders who wore the uniform chose inaction. A few of the most senior officers actually supported the logic for war. Others were simply intimidated, while still others must have believed that
The revolt occurred for what each officer felt were principled reasons flowing, essentially, from policy differences—wrong war; wrong place; not well-planned, resourced, or executed; and culpable civilian leaders not replaced. True, several did mention other concerns such as the management style of civilian leaders, Secretary Rumsfeld in particular. But I believe all of the dissenters to be forthright men without ulterior motives, and that their main issue was substantive with respect to war policy.\textsuperscript{6}

Granting that military professions, and their ethics in particular, do evolve slowly over time and that this revolt was an aberration when viewed against the historical pattern of military ethics in the U.S. military, the broad question for this monograph becomes whether the professions' ethics should evolve to accommodate in the future the forms of military dissent expressed in this instance? Or should they evolve in ways that continue, as they have in the past, to strongly discourage such public dissent by uniformed leaders, active and retired, during wartime?

Further, since the slow evolution of military ethics is most influenced by the stewards entrusted with its maintenance—the strategic leaders of the military professions—we are also interested in the role of military dissenters as strategic leaders. Stated another way, since the ethic of the military profession is at any point in time the result of the leadership (decisions and actions) of previous strategic leaders, how are we to think about the influences of dissenting behavior on the evolution of the profession, its professionals, and their ethic?
I will approach these contentious questions in three steps:

• First, I shall present from the literature the various forms of military dissent being discussed so that all readers can understand the full range of actions available to those who chose to dissent. I will do this primarily by reference to recent work by colleagues that uses a two-factor analysis to focus on a policy-content rationale for analyzing and explaining the range of potential acts of military dissent.

• Second, I will look at an alternative approach, one that draws on the nature of military professions and their ethics of trust to analyze the various influences dissent can have on those trust-based relationships. This approach goes beyond the narrow issue of whether the war policies of civilian leaders are sound, dealing instead with the broader issue of whether such public dissent—irrespective of the substantive correctness of the dissent—is ultimately healthy for the profession, its professionals, and its ethic.

• Last, I will offer some concluding observations on events now lying over the horizon.

Before we proceed, however, I must note a fundamental consensus on at least one point that over-watches our inquiry. That is the concept of civilian control or, perhaps more precisely, democratic political control of the military in America. The U.S. military is subordinate to the President and to certain designated officials in the Executive branch as well as to elected political leaders in Congress. According to the U.S. Constitution, these two branches of the federal
government share primary authority and responsibility for military affairs. The military is, therefore, the servant of its Constitutionally-mandated masters and through them, the citizens of the Republic. A desirable pattern of U.S. civil-military relations—including legitimate military dissent—would therefore enhance democratic political control while also facilitating sound strategic decisionmaking and the creation of effective military institutions.7

Despite a broad consensus on this fundamental point, there is nevertheless plenty of room for disagreement on many subordinate issues, including, as we shall see, military dissent.

PART I: A FRAMEWORK FOR THOUGHT

In an opinion piece posted on the website of the Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Professors Leonard Wong and Douglas Lovelace portray in the schema below the options available to officers when considering acts of dissent. This schema applies to the policy formulation stage, before a decision is finally made and promulgated.8 To Wong and Lovelace, the important considerations clearly lie in the policy environment—the degree of resistance civilian leaders display to the military’s professional expertise and advice, and the importance to the nation’s security of the issue being debated.

According to these scholars, the hard choices, those in which strong action is appropriate, lie in the upper right quadrant where both resistance and the threat are more serious, i.e., situations like the Iraq War. Note that Wong and Lovelace present the full spectrum of choices available to officers, ranging from mere
acquiescence to the policy in question up to the most costly act of dissent, resignation of one’s commission which includes forfeiture of retirement and all other benefits that go with it.

However, are the two variables portrayed in the schema—policy content and relationships at the civil-military nexus—all that the strategic leaders of America’s military profession should consider when contemplating dissent? Or do they have other equally important responsibilities that should bring into play additional variables or considerations? That is to say, are there other responsibilities derivable from their status as leaders of a social trustee profession whose lifeblood is the public’s perception of the trustworthiness of the practitioners?
Before considering a model of modern, competitive military professions and their requisite ethical behavior, we should note that the ethic of military professions has both legal and moral components. On commissioning, officers of America’s military professions swear by a legally binding oath that they will do certain things and behave in certain ways, and then serve according to the standards of the Uniformed Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) which provides for various legal sanctions in case of violations of that Code, violations demonstrating a failure to fulfill one’s duties as prescribed.

But the legal code is not of primary interest in this inquiry. Retired officers, unlike active duty officers, can speak freely and, except in the rarest of cases, not be prosecuted for such actions under UCMJ. The question for this inquiry is not whether they are entitled to speak freely; but, whether they should? Thus we are more interested here in the implied moral aspects of the profession’s ethic than in its legal aspects.

That said, however, there is one particular in which the legally codified aspects of the professions’ ethics does have bearing on our inquiry. Specifically, in the United States Code, Title 10—Armed Forces (Sections 3583, 85831, and 5947), “Requirements of Exemplary Conduct” establishes as a matter of law the commander’s responsibility for the moral and ethical stewardship of his/her unit, to wit:
All commanding officers and others in authority in the [Army/Air Force, naval service] are required:

(1) to show themselves as a good example of virtue, honor, patriotism, and subordination;
(2) to be vigilant in inspecting the conduct of all persons who are placed under their command;
(3) to guard against and suppress all dissolute and immoral practices, and to correct, according to the laws and regulations of the Army, all persons who are guilty of them, and;
(4) to take all proper and necessary measures, under laws, regulations, and customs of the Army, to promote and safeguard the morale, the physical well being, and the general welfare of the officers and the enlisted persons under their command or charge (brackets added).12

It is of interest to note, therefore, that all commissioned officers, and particularly those in the chain of command, are expected to be at all times “a good example of virtue, honor, patriotism, and subordination.” This includes retired military professionals so long as they have never resigned their commission. But what is such a “good example,” and how are we to think about it and evaluate alternative forms of dissent in the context of this legal and moral requirement for “subordination” and the related qualities mandated by the commissioning oath? To help us in that regard, we turn now to a brief review of modern competitive professions, particularly the military professions.

Modern Competitive Professions.13

We can fairly say that all societies generally organize their productive work under one of three ideal models—business, bureaucracy, or profession.14 In this context, our armed forces are producing institutions— for example, the Army produces “the human expertise, embodied in leaders and their units,
of effective land combat.” In the first model, businesses generally operate within the interactions of markets, with economic forces producing the motivating rationale. Most all inputs are organized into markets (labor, capital, technology, etc.) from which businesses acquire the wherewithal to produce something of use and value for consumers. Under various levels of regulation or oversight, markets will equilibrate to a price and quantity of production that satisfies suppliers, producers, and consumers. Thus, economic profit and productive efficiency are the motivating forces within this type of productive activity. And the resulting arms-length relationship between producer and consumer has long been aptly characterized in economic texts as caveat emptor, or “let the buyer beware.”

In contrast to a business, a bureaucracy does not operate on economic or market incentives at all. Rather, efficiency in repetitive production processes is the main guiding principle of bureaucratic institutions, which tend to operate in their own interest for their self-perpetuation. Some degree of bureaucracy is intrinsic to all large, complex organizations—even businesses and professions—since it is bureaucracy that permits smooth running, administratively efficient operations. Every society needs things that are essential to its flourishing for which there is little economic incentive for their private production (highways, for example). The provision of such public goods and services, even if privatized at the final point of production (e.g., private contractors pour the concrete), usually occurs through a governmental or explicitly not-for-profit bureaucracy. Further, within bureaucracies, the worker is not the focal point, rather the efficiency of the productive process is the key concern (think of a state drivers’ license bureau). Traditionally, bureaucracies invest
relatively little in their people, as the competencies needed for the routine and repetitive work processes designed for efficiency can be developed relatively easily in new workers. 17

In contrast to both business and bureaucracy, a profession has as its central organizing feature the production of a unique type of work—expert work—which, by its very nature, the society cannot do for itself. Such work, far from being optional or nice-to-have, is fundamental to life and security and thus essential if the society is to flourish. Professional work requires years of education and apprenticeship before the aspiring professional can learn the theory and practice—the art—with which to serve society. The fields of medicine, theology, law, and more recently the military have traditionally been organized in western societies as a “social trustee” form of profession. 18 Effectiveness, not efficiency, is the key to the work of professionals—the sick want a cure, the sinner wants absolution, the accused want exoneration, and the defenseless seek security. To be sure, all clients in any professional field want efficient service, but effectiveness—truly efficacious results from the profession’s expert practice—is their overriding goal. The service ethic of professions, whose responsibility is to the client rather than to self, is characterized as cedat emptor, “let the taker believe in us.” 19 Clearly, the professional ethic is built on trust.

It follows that the means of motivation and social control within a profession—its ethic—is also quite distinct from those of business and bureaucracy. The client (i.e., the public in the case of the military) trusts the profession to produce the expert work when and where needed. And because of the client’s trust in the professional’s knowledge and practice, he/she is
willing to grant significant autonomy to professionals to organize and police their own work. Thus, while businesses and bureaucracies traditionally motivate their workers by reliance on extrinsic factors such as salary, benefits, promotions, etc., professions in contrast use as means of social control largely intrinsic factors such as the privilege and honor of service, the satisfaction of nurturing and protecting life and enabling society to flourish, and the social status of membership in an old, honorable, and revered occupational group.

Further, it must be understood that professions, including the military, are quintessentially human institutions because of the nature of their productive processes. Specifically, after many long years of study and development, a professional practices his/her art by “the repetitive exercise of discretionary judgment,” operating in areas where humanity’s most profound concerns reside.20 Think of even a junior-grade land combat professional leading a patrol in Baghdad. Over and over during the mission, he/she will make life-or-death decisions without reference to computers, doctrinal manuals, or written formulas, relying instead on the abstract knowledge about military operations he/she has gained through study and experience. Similar to the medical doctor in the clinic practicing the arts of diagnosis and treatment or to the lawyer researching and writing a case brief, military professionals may use advanced technology in many forms. But the essence of their practice is the human capacity to reason to efficacious decisions which, by their physical, intellectual, and moral character, they can then lead soldiers to implement.
The Role of Strategic Leaders of Military Professions.

Lastly, before returning to our discussion of dissent, we should note the unique role that strategic leaders, officers such as those in the general’s revolt, have in the life of modern, competitive military professions. Their role mainly entails the maintenance of the right balance over time between the internal and external jurisdictions of the profession. That is to say, in the profession’s internal jurisdictions—creating expert knowledge and the development of professionals—the strategic leaders are responsible to see that, at any point in time, the profession has the expert knowledge needed to serve the client, and has embedded that knowledge into individual professionals and their units such that the profession can practice its art when and where the client might request it. As noted earlier, to maintain the client’s trust in the profession’s willingness and ability to serve the client effectively when and where service is required is the most fundamental moral obligation of a profession and, therefore, of its strategic leaders. Sadly, after the fall of Baghdad in March 2003, it became apparent that previous and current strategic leaders of America’s land combat professions, including the participants in the revolt, had failed conspicuously in that deep moral obligation, both to their collective client, the American people, and to their subordinates, who were asked to fight a counterinsurgency campaign with neither the expert knowledge nor the materiel support requisite to doing so.

Within the two internal jurisdictions, and at only a slightly lower level of moral import, the central challenge for strategic leaders day-by-day arises from
the fact that modern militaries by their design and character are both bureaucracy and profession! As summarized by one noted sociologist of the military:

From the outset, the American military differed from other traditional professions in always being practiced in a bureaucratic setting, in being composed of people who in many cases did not have a lifelong commitment to their occupation, in having its autonomy constrained by responsibility to extra-professional (state) authority, and to explicitly being politically neutral (italics added).24

By the design and acts of many state legislatures and congresses over the decades, the military professions have been structured as a hierarchical, public-sector bureaucracy and have been treated as such all too often by those authorizing and sustaining such institutions.25 Unfortunately, all too often the strategic leaders of our armed forces have responded by leading their institutions as bureaucracies, i.e., treating their soldiers as bureaucratic, civilian time servers, rather than as a proud breed of can-doers who march to an entirely different drummer.

Today’s volunteers within our armed forces, particularly within the commissioned and noncommissioned ranks, volunteer with the intention and expectation of becoming professionals and being able to do their work in the physical environment and organizational culture of a profession—one that grants them significant autonomy to organize and execute their own work: “Professions are self-forming, self-regulating, and self-initiating in the provision of expert services to a client which the profession is ethically constrained not to exploit in its own self-interest.”26 In 2000, an Army major frustrated by the increasing bureaucratization of her chosen life’s work put the question: “How can I be a professional if there is no profession?”27
The difficulty lies in the fact that leaders below the ranks of the colonels/captains and Flag Officers, who comprise the strategic leaders, have insufficient authority and capability to deflect the institution away from its bureaucratic pathologies and back to authentic professional practice. Recall again that the relationship between a profession and its client is one of trust, not of market forces, and that professions, unlike bureaucracies, rely for results on leadership and inspiration rather than managership and rule-mongering. Now, the challenge for strategic leaders in the military takes on new meaning!

No one can make our armed forces a profession rather than bureaucracy other than the uniformed strategic leaders, and even they must secure the cooperation of enlightened civilian leaders. One example of this immense responsibility is their control over the personnel development, evaluation and certification, assignment and utilization processes that will either motivate or demotivate aspiring professionals as they progress through a career of service. With significant autonomy already granted from civilian leadership, if the Army does not behave as a profession and develop inspired and competent professionals, it is because the strategic leaders have failed in their unique responsibility.

**The Trust Relationships of a Profession’s Strategic Leaders.**

Let us now examine more closely the critical trust relationships that military professions hold and to which strategic leaders are parties. Each is deeply moral in content, reflecting the character of a dedicated profession. I posit that at a minimum there are three
such relationships, and each can be qualitatively rated along a continuum ranging from “Fully Trusted” as the ideal to “Not Trustworthy” as the most opprobrious:28 (1) the profession’s relationship to the client, the American people; (2) the profession’s relationships with the public’s elected and appointed civilian leaders in both the Congress and in the Executive—the “civ-mil nexus” as it is becoming known.29 This is a set of relationships inhabited by the strategic leaders of the military professions, both those on active duty and those retired (the “once a general, always a general” phenomenon of American political and military cultures); and (3) the relationship with subordinate leaders within the military professions, particularly the corps of commissioned and noncommissioned officers in our armed forces.

I will not spend much time defending these three as primary, as they flow largely from the foregoing discussion of the role and character of military professions in America. The first—the profession’s relation to the American people—flows from the nature of “social trustee” professions and their service to their clients. The third—the profession’s relation to subordinate leaders—is axiomatic to almost all the leadership doctrines of our armed forces—leaders at all levels serve their subordinates. The second relationship—the profession’s relation to civilian leaders—may need a bit of explanation. It is derived from, and well-understood within, the literature and practice of American civil-military relations.

According to Samuel Huntington in 1957, and still very much accepted today, our military leaders have three responsibilities:30

(1) The representative function: “to represent the claims of military security within the state machinery.”
I interpret and have experienced this to mean that officers are to express their expert point of view on any matter touching the creation, maintenance, use, or contemplated use of the armed forces. This point of view will derive from their years of formal education, training, and experience, a perspective not held by any other group, professional or otherwise, and without which informed public discourse and governmental policy formulation would be diminished. This means officers are to represent forthrightly the military perspective in all forums, both in public view and out of view. Even Huntington was reluctant to draw explicit boundaries to the officer’s responsibilities under this function—“The extent to which he may carry the presentation of his views is difficult to define, but he must recognize and accept the fact that there are limits.” Thus the behavior will depend on the personal discretion and professional judgment of the individual officer, as befits his/her role as a professional. Apparently, in the case of the generals’ revolt, the officers construed the limits liberally, pressing their views even to the point of demanding an incumbent Secretary of Defense’s resignation.

(2) The advisory function: “to analyze and to report on the implications of alternative courses of action from the military point of view.” I understand this to mean the provision of candid professional military advice to elected and appointed civilian leaders, regardless of whether the advice was solicited or regardless of whether the advice is likely to be welcomed. Further, this means there is normally no legitimate role for uniformed officers in policy advocacy. Huntington considered such beyond their presumed competence. The problematic nature of advice-giving by strategic leaders of military professions, especially under the
difficult conditions of being responsible to two often competing masters (Congress and Executive), are well-chronicled in the historical and civil-military literatures.\textsuperscript{34} Even without the general’s revolt, the Iraq War had heightened tensions at this civil-military nexus to a fever pitch with comments on the war’s progress, or lack thereof, being instantly politicized by the news media, the administration, and the Congress.\textsuperscript{35} Regardless, the professional responsibility is, and will remain, to render forthrightly such advice based almost solely on discretionary professional judgment. After that, the civilians must choose and decide. Regardless of the theorizing and hand-wringing of many academics and retired officers, there is simply no requirement that such advice be followed by the civilian leaders who receive it. Civilian leaders remain responsible to the electorate for any ill consequences of ignoring professional military advice and, of course, for all matters lying beyond the purview of their military advisors—issues such as the establishment of the political objectives of war and the assessment of political risk in its undertaking.\textsuperscript{36}

(3) The executive function: “to implement state decisions with respect to state security even if it is a decision which runs violently counter to his military judgment” (italics added). Huntington’s argument is quite to the point:

The military profession exists to serve the state. To render the highest possible service the entire profession and the military force which it leads must be constituted as an effective instrument of state policy. Since political direction comes from the top, this means that the profession has to be organized into a hierarchy of obedience. For the profession to perform its function, each level within it must be able to command the instantaneous
and loyal obedience of subordinate levels. Without these relationships, military professionalism is impossible. Consequently, loyalty and obedience are the highest military virtues.  

Today, few, if any, authorities disagree with the thrust of this argument. Therefore, for sound functional and instrumental reasons, the norm of the professional ethic is “military obedience.” What very narrow areas remain for military dissent, or even military disobedience, we shall return to later.

**Factors for Evaluation of the Trust Relationships.**

Given the functional activities for which the strategic leaders of our military professions are responsible, we can now evaluate the impact of potential acts of dissent on the three critical trust relationships. In broad terms, such moral relationships are always bilateral—profession and American people, profession and civilian leaders, and profession and junior leaders. We are interested here in how the “other” party in each bilateral relationship will perceive and understand the acts of dissent by the strategic leaders of the profession. Will they view the act as something that reinforces and builds trust within the relationship, or will they, on balance, construe the act as diminishing their trust in the leadership of the military professions and, thus, in the profession itself?

Therefore, completely apart from the legal, prudential, and substantive advisability of rendering a public dissent, strategic leaders must also consider the effects of the contemplated dissent on these precious bonds of trust between their profession and its clients. Such a moral analysis must address at least the following considerations:
• Gravity of the issue to the nation (and thus to the profession’s client);
• Relevance of the strategic leader’s professional expertise to the issue at hand (Does the issue fall squarely within the scope of the dissenters’ expertise as a military professional?);
• Degree of sacrifice involved for the dissenter (Is the dissent motivated solely by a disinterested desire to serve the nation, even in the face of personal risk and sacrifice, or is there a self-serving subtext such as a desire to further one’s own professional or political ambitions?);
• Timing of the act of dissent (Did the timing of dissent undercut the actions or policies being dissented from?); and,
• Congruency of the dissent with the prior, long-term personality, character, and belief patterns of the dissenter (Does the dissent strike a sudden discordant aberration from those authentic long-term behaviors that colleagues close to the dissenter would have expected).

Such an analysis by a would-be dissenter could logically require 15 individual assessments, as shown in the matrix below—encompassing 5 factors analyzed for each of the 3 trust relationships. But in practice, some factors are obviously more salient than others. As I discuss each of these factors, a convincing case for the relative degree of importance I attach to each of them will become apparent.

(a) Gravity of the Issue. Wong and Lovelace are certainly correct: the gravity of the issue as regards the security of the Republic is a paramount factor in all three relationships. Logically, the higher the


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Trust with the American People</th>
<th>Trust with Civilian Leaders</th>
<th>Trust with Junior Leaders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gravity of Issue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance to Expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Sacrifice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing of Dissent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authenticity as Leader</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

stakes, the greater the temptation and justification will be for dissenters to speak out. There are two such understandings:

(1) The military professions serve solely to defend the Republic, which would otherwise be helpless and vulnerable. There is no raison d’être for the existence of military professions other than national security. If the security of the Republic is not in peril, there would appear to be no cause for military professionals to consider dissent.

(2) A second understanding is the inviolate principle of American civil-military relations—the supremacy of civilian values and the concomitant subordination of the military to civilian leaders. Given this principle, how will acts of dissent with their inherent suggestion of insubordination be interpreted? The answer is not as straightforward as it might appear. Given a collective client deeply polarized along partisan lines, many of whom perceive the mil-
itary as too identified with the Republican Party and the current administration and a war going badly over which the partisan divide is even deeper, what will be the perception of senior military officer dissent from decisions of that administration?

Recent research sheds some light on this issue. Though Huntington posited in 1957 the existence of a conservative military mind—an ideology that inheres in the professional function and which serves to restrain military involvement in politics and policymaking—it is the case that such does not exist to the same degree, if at all, today. Recent research shows quite clearly that, “Both in terms of their attitudinal pluralism and the shared liberal grammar employed to describe and justify their beliefs; the Army officers surveyed do not indicate any holistic attitudinal distinctions worthy of military-mind claims.” Thus, the recent dissent could well be construed as a positive development, suggesting that the putative military mind is not as monolithically partisan as argued by the academics and journalists. Whether this factor explains the revolt of high-ranking military officers against this administration, we cannot be sure.

Other scholars find that the public education aspect of such acts of dissent—military judgments about war, both in general and in its particulars—to be potentially very helpful in creating public discourse that is more fully informed. Without violating current limits on military participation in political activities, there are indeed several conduits through which military leaders can and do effectively make known expert information and policy preferences. These include, in addition to their extensive access within the Executive branch, informal communications and meetings with members of Congress and their staffs; and dinners
with journalists, business leaders, and other public figures. To agree with such political activity, one must accept military dissent as a form of negative advocacy that can be helpful to the functioning of the American political system. In view of senior officers’ unique professional knowledge, that assertion is not questioned here. What is in question is how far dissent should be carried. For when dissent begins to shade over into political activity, or comes to be regarded as such, then the dissenters incur the risk of being seen as little more than uniformed lobbyists advocating a cause in behalf of their uniformed interest group— to the extreme detriment of both!43

(b) Relevance of professional knowledge and expertise to the issue in question. Another important aspect of an act of dissent that will influence the perceptions of those in a trust relationship with the strategic leaders of military professions is the extent to which the issue falls within the leader’s particular area of military expertise. In other words, why should the dissenter be listened to? By what expert knowledge and expertise is the credibility of the dissenter to be judged? If the issue does not fit within the compass of the profession’s expertise, or only marginally so, one would expect observers to dismiss dissenters as free-lancers operating without standing, much as an Oscar-winning Hollywood actor who sets up shop as an authority on national defense. Strategic leaders speaking on matters beyond their professional military ken will likely be viewed as self-serving, using the status of their profession manipulatively to influence issue outcomes to their or their profession’s advantage. A quicker way to rupture the moral relationships between profession and client can hardly be imagined!

Thus, we must be careful to understand the true essence of the issues that arise between civilian
and military leaders, determining whether they are “professional” in some legitimate sense—i.e., based on military expertise as derived from the art and science of war. If the issue can be thus characterized, then the professional is morally bound to “profess” (e.g., how many troops of what type are needed to support a particular war plan for a specific contingency, etc.). On the other hand, if the disagreements are based on the dissenter’s “personal values and beliefs,” that may go beyond the scope of his professional knowledge—e.g., a personal belief that it is immoral to use an army in a manner that will “break” it, whatever that means to the individual strategic leader (the reader is encouraged to read again the second epigraph to this monograph).

We must also admit that parsing what is within the military’s knowledge and expertise is no easy task simply because the profession has done such a poor job of defining for itself such a knowledge map and establishing certification/licensure protocols that amplify for both military professionals and their clients what the boundaries are or should be. The only attempt by any military service to do this recently (the Army in 2002) revealed immense confusion on the part of the service and its strategic leaders, serving more than anything else to demonstrate why the service was contracting out various functions willy-nilly without any good understanding of future implications. It was a case of a would-be military profession behaving almost purely as a bureaucracy.

That said, the potential dissenter must still decide; they must still use discretionary professional judgment to arrive at a decision to dissent. As Martin Cook has well-noted, the challenge is:

. . . how to understand professionalism so that two equal values, somewhat in tension with each other, are preserved: the unquestioned subordination of military of-
ficers to constitutionally legitimate civilian leadership; and the equally important role of the officer corps in providing professional military advice, unalloyed with extraneous political or cultural considerations.45

As Cook and others believe, part of that judgment must rest on the idea that professionals are obligated not only to serve the client (in this case, ultimately, the state and its constitution) but also obligated to have “their own highly developed internal sense of the proper application of the professional knowledge.”46 In other words, dissent without insubordination to civilian authority can rightly be based on loyalty to the profession’s expert knowledge and its appropriate application. If this were not the case, there would be no need for military professions—the Republic’s security could be provided by businesses and bureaucracies.

Some scholars go even further. In a recent challenge to Huntington’s functionalist assertion that loyalty and obedience are the cardinal military virtues, James Burk contends that:

Military professionals require autonomy, to include moral autonomy, to be competent actors held responsible for what they do. By autonomy, I mean the ability to govern or control one’s actions with some degree of freedom. Autonomous action is a precondition for responsible obedience and the opposite of blind obedience. . . . [There is a] conceptual space within which military professionals exercise moral discretion. The map includes a definition of responsible obedience and disobedience. But it also includes two types of actions that do not fit the classic definitions of these alternatives. They each exhibit a defect in which discretion is used either to do what is morally wrong or to do what was explicitly not authorized. Nevertheless, they are not simply forms of disobedience. They are “protected” actions, protected because the discretion to commit them preserves the au-
tonomy on which the moral responsibility of the military profession depends.47

To me, Burk’s argument is compelling. When the exercise of discretionary professional judgment leads to dissent, such acts by the profession’s strategic leaders can fall in the “protected space” that professionals’ actions occupy, a space that may indeed require acts of dissent or disobedience if “the moral responsibility of the profession is to be preserved,” to again cite Burk. But that is a narrow space, indeed.

Knowing with certitude which acts fall in this narrow space will never be easy, but the knowledge that it exists should give both the professional and the client immediate pause when they hear assertions to the contrary as contained in the second epigraph to this monograph.

The last three factors to be considered in this moral calculus get to the motive of the dissenter. Since the other parties in these trust relations can never know a leader’s innermost motives, they must rely on other indicators to inform them as to whether the dissenter’s action is self-motivated or a act of selfless service as expected of a true professional. Such selfless motivation, as we have seen, reflects the core characteristic of the military profession and its members. The other parties of the trust relationship know this well, for it has long been understood that the military profession approaches ethical decisionmaking more from the perspective of virtue ethics than from a consequence- or rule-based philosophy:

Thus, it is important to develop officers of character who understand what it means to be good officers—not just what it means to follow rules, perform duties, or reason well, although these are important to being ethical. . . . If
officers are to have the resources necessary to make ethically sound decisions, they need an approach to ethics that articulates what good character is, how it is developed, and how it influences moral decisionmaking.\textsuperscript{48}

For insights into the motive of the dissenter, then, the other parties have at least three visible aspects of the public act to draw from: the degree of personal sacrifice involved for the dissenter, the timing of the act, and the apparent character of the dissenter.

(c) \textit{Sacrifice incurred by the individual for taking the action}. Common sense must apply here, especially in the first and third relationships (the American people and junior professionals, respectively): the perceptions of the “other partner” to the trust relationship will be very strongly influenced by the degree of sacrifice incurred by the dissenter (loss of position, rank, active duty status, or even financial benefits in the case of resignation). In a profession that places great store in the military virtues of individual honor and loyalty up and down the chains of command, all members expect sacrifice to be a shared phenomenon at all levels; authentic leadership (equal risk-sharing) requires no less. For the true professional, a right understanding of one’s loyalties always places loyalty to self dead last.\textsuperscript{49}

Thus, absent personal sacrifice, such dissent quickly leads to suspicion of and the search for ulterior motives (in the case of the revolt, political manipulation by the press and partisan political operatives who sought out the dissenters and arranged the interviews, placed their opinion editorials and arranged their television appearances, and grew the number of flag officers participating to six, etc.).

(d) \textit{Timing of the Act of Dissent}. Here common sense must also apply. If something is worthy of an act of
dissent, then it is worthy. Thus, as soon as that is discerned and decided by the strategic leader, the act should follow immediately. Any separation of months or years between the cause and the act is grounds, again, for suspicion of lack of moral agency and for a search for ulterior motives.

Again, this is particularly true in the third relationship. Junior military professionals expect their leaders to lead. The strategic leaders acting in dissent are the very same senior professionals who have taught and led in accordance with the profession’s doctrines of decisiveness and audacity in battle; their subordinate followers will see no reason (nor will most Americans, I would suspect) for different qualities to apply in acts of dissent.

(e) **Authenticity as a leader.** Competent, ethically upright junior officers and noncommissioned leaders will go further toward shaping the future of the military profession and securing the Republic than any other part of the client base whose trust the profession must engender. To make these idealistic young professionals cynical about their calling, about their very futures and those of their families, is an unconscionably large price to pay for an act of dissent.

Over the course of long careers, not all strategic leaders in the military profession have displayed that steadfastness of character automatically assuring that any act of public dissent would be construed as disinterested. Yet the research shows that authenticity in leadership is crucial for a professional culture that engenders effective combat units.\(^5^0\) Disillusionment occurs in junior officers and noncommissioned officers when they discover that the strategic leaders who have exhorted them on in combat turn out to have been opposed to the war for some time, or when they
learn that they have risked their lives and those of their subordinates for a cause in which their leaders did not believe, even as they led. Such cynicism and lack of integrity in a senior leader is devastating to junior leaders at a very formative and vulnerable time in their careers. Assuredly, cynicism begets cynicism.

As research shows, in any hierarchical organization such as the military, there is always some amount of mistrust between junior professionals and their strategic leaders. But in some periods, it becomes clearly excessive and destructive, as in the period surrounding the turn of the 20th century when the “exodus of Captains” occurred, a catastrophe in professional development from which the Army had not yet recovered when the Iraq War began. Thus, the possibility of fomenting cynicism and the consequent exodus of younger professionals should always figure quite prominently in the calculation of those contemplating dissent.

PART III: CONCLUSIONS—SHOULD THERE BE FURTHER LIMITATIONS ON MILITARY DISSENT BY THE STRATEGIC LEADERS OF AMERICA’S MILITARY PROFESSIONS, PARTICULARLY THOSE IN RETIRED STATUS, OR IS THE CURRENT ETHIC, WHICH STRONGLY DISCOURAGES SUCH ACTS, STILL SUFFICIENT?

Vice Admiral James Stockdale, Vietnam prisoner of war and Medal of Honor recipient, once said, “even in the most detached duty, we warriors must keep foremost in our minds that there are boundaries to the prerogatives of leadership, moral boundaries.”

I have tried in this monograph to delineate a segment of these boundaries as they are understood from the
study of military professions and as derived from the roles and responsibilities of those seniors privileged to be the profession’s temporary stewards—the colonels/captains and Flag Officers who comprise the strategic leadership. Such boundaries mean that the decision to dissent can never be a purely personal matter. Rather it will reverberate outward impinging at a minimum the three critical trust relationships of the military profession—those with the American people, those with civilian and military leaders at the highest levels of decisionmaking, and those with the junior corps of officers and noncommissioned officers of our armed forces.

As we have seen, at least five different but closely related aspects of public dissent should be considered by the strategic leader when deciding whether to take such a step—the gravity of the issue; the relevance of the professional’s expert knowledge and expertise to the issue at question; and, the three indicators of the dissenter’s motive—the personal sacrifice to be incurred in dissenting; the timing of the act of dissent; and the congruence of such an act with the previous career of service and leadership within the military profession.

None of these five factors by themselves will likely be determinative for the would-be dissenter, but collectively they do provide a moral context and framework in which a judgmental decision should be made. If, as a result of these considerations, the military leader concludes that dissent is warranted—if the leader believes that an act of dissent best balances the immediate felt obligation to bring his/her professional military expertise to bear in a public forum with the longer-term obligation to lead and represent the profession as a social trustee, as a faithful servant of the American people, and as expressly subordinate to
civilian control—then, in my judgment for those rare instances, there should be no additional restrictions placed on any act of dissent. On rare occasions, true professionals must retain the moral space to “profess.”

Since the revolt just some 18 months ago, it is remarkable in retrospect how little it actually influenced events in the short term and how unremarkable it now appears from the vantage point of the mid term. The Republic, the war in Iraq, and the military profession proceed apace. And, as Lieutenant Colonel Paul Yingling’s critique of the current state of “generalship” indicates, the revolt may have contributed to an internal professional environment more open to honest dialogue and critique. If so, that is a positive development, indeed.

What remains now is for the strategic leaders of the military profession to strongly promote and follow the existing professional ethic, reinforcing a culture that discourages public dissent because of, as we have seen, the risks to the profession’s essential trust relationships. One tentative attempt in this direction is a formal letter of guidance issued this fall by the new Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Michael Mullen:

To the degree we allow ourselves to disconnect from the American People, we allow the very foundation upon which our success rests to crumble. . . . Every action we take, every day, must be executed in a way that strengthens and sustains the public’s trust and confidence in our ability and our integrity.

This will be no easy task for the current leaders, but it is an urgent one—reasserting that they alone fulfill the functional roles of representing the profession, rendering advice, and executing legal orders. They must make it abundantly clear that they and they
alone speak for the military profession. All other military voices, including those retired, are heard from nonpracticing professionals and should be considered as such. This will require reestablishing control over their profession’s certification processes to ensure that all parties to civil-military relations understand that retired officers speak for no one other than themselves as citizens; and, most notably, that they do not speak for the current practicing professionals who now lead in America’s conflicts.

As Admiral Stockdale noted, there are moral limits, but it is not clear to me that they have been ruptured by recent acts of dissent. However, they might be in the future, and at terrible cost to trust relationships, unless the profession’s ethic on the rarity of public dissent is refurbished and fully implemented.
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